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THE PROBLEM AND IT S BACKGROUND

Introduction
A widely observed result of successive discrimination training
is the "shift" in the location of the peak of the post-discrimination
generalization gradient.

This was first demonstrated by Hanson

(1959) who trained pigeons to discriminate between a stimulus of 550
millimicrons (S+) correlated with food reinforcement and a stimulus
of either 555, 560, 570, or 590 millimicrons (S-) which was correlated
with extinction.

Subsequent generalization gradients peaked at

values lower than 550 millimicrons.
Another frequently observed consequence of discrimination train
ing is an increase in rate of responding to the S+ above its prediscrimination value.

This phenomenon has been termed "contrast"

by Skinner (1938) and "behavioral contrast" by Reynolds (1961a) to
illustrate that the increasing rate of responding to S+ "contrasts"
with the decreasing rate of responding to the S-.
Both the peak shift and behavioral contrast have been demonstrated
in'a variety of ways but only a small number of different stimulus
continua were used.

On the other hand, stimulus generalization

gradients have been obtained for several continua, e.g_., wavelength
of light (Guttman and Kalish, 1956), visual intensity (Brown, 1943;
Blough, 1959), auditory frequency (Hovland, 1937a; Jenkins, 1961),
auditory intensity (Hovland, 1937b; Pierrel, 1958), angular orienta
tion of a line (Newman, 1963, Bloomfield, 1967c), and length of line

1
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(Malott, Malott, and Svinicki, 1967; Malott, and Pokrzywinski,
1967).
Peak Shif c
In spite of the large number of physical continua used in studying
stimulus generalization and discrimination learning, relatively few
have been used to study the peak shift or behavioral contrast phe
nomenon attributed to discrimination training.

Most of the research

in this area has made use of the wavelength of light continuum
(Guttman, 1959; Hanson, 1959; Honig, Thomas, and Guttman, 1959;
Honig, 1962; Thomas, 1962; Terrace, 1964, 1966a, 1966b; Friedman and
Guttman, 1965; and Stevenson, 1966).

In fact, Guttman (1965) has

suggested that the peak shift may be specific to the color dimension
only.

Guttman has pointed out that Jenkins and Harrison (1960) did

not obtain a peak shift using an auditory frequency continuum.
Jenkins and Harrison (1960) reinforced responses in the presence of
a tone and extinguished responses in its absence.

If one were to

assume that all points on the continuum of tonal frequency can
be considered equidistant from the absence of a tone, then it is
difficult to see how a shift of the peak of the generalization
gradient away from the S- could occur.

Such an assumption was made

by Honig, Boneau, Burstein, and Pennypacker (1963) in measuring
gradients of inhibition, as it was by Jenkins and Harrison (1960).
Bloomfield (1967c) demonstrated that failure to produce a peak
shift after presence-absence training does not imply that the peak
shift phenomenon cannot be obtained on that continuum.

Bloomfield
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(1967) trained five pigeons to discriminate between the presence (S+)
of a vertical line (0°) and its absence (S-) and another five pigeons
to discriminate between the vertical line (S+) and a line tilted 45°
to the right (S-).

Subsequent generalization tests showed that the

o
gradients for the former pigeons peaked at 0

and the gradients for

the latter pigeons peaked to the left of S+ (two peaked at 30° to the
left and three peaked at 15° to the left).
Before the publication of Hanson's data (1959), Pierrel (1958)
obtained post-discrimination generalization gradients using rats.
However, in that study the S+ and S- were on opposite ends of range
of stimuli used in testing.

Thus, a peak shift could not be observed

since there were no stimulus values on the side of S+ opposite to S-.
In a systemmatic replication Pierrel and Sherman (1960) used one
value on this side of the S+.

Peak shifts were observed in early

discrimination training, which gradually shifted back to the S+ value
with more training.
Hanson (1959) attempted to explain the peak shift in terms of
an interaction between excitatory and inhibitory generalization grad
ients (Spence, 1936, 1937; Hull, 1950; Keller and Schoenfeld, 1950;
Kimble, 1961).

Spence's (1937) model of discrimination learning

suggests that if a U-shaped gradient of inhibition centered around
S- is subtracted from a larger gradient of excitation centered
around S+, then the resulting excitatory gradient would be displaced
away from the S-.

However, in order to support this position, one

has to assume that all discriminations are learned according to the
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excitation-irihibition theory.
Jenkins (1965) attempts to support this position by analyzing
the various ways a discrimination could be learned, e.g., respond
if S+, otherwise do not respond; do not respond if S-, otherwise
respond; or respond if S+, do not respond if S-.

The first rule

entails only excitatory control, the second only inhibitory control,
and the third, a combination of the two.

Jenkins (1965) supports

the third- rule that the animal learns a "go/no-go" response in at
least some form of discrimination training.

The main evidence for

his position is the data of Jenkins and Harrison (1962) and Honig,
Boneau, Burstein, and Pennypacker (1963).

In these experiments the

S+ was the absence of the S-, and resulting generalization gradients
over various values of the S- were U-shaped.

That is, the farther

the distance from the S-, the less the control over not-responding
a stimulus on the same continuum has.
Terrace (1966a, 1966b) suggests that the peak shift is a re
sult of emotional effects of response suppression in S-.

For

example, Azrin, Hutchinson, and Hake (1966) have demonstrated that
extinction does produce aggressive behavior in a number of species.
Terrace (1966c) and Jenkins (1965) have also described certain
emotional responses which occur during S- early in discrimination
learning.

Terrace (1966a) states that the similarity of conditions

which result in the peak shift and behavioral contrast and the con
ditions which result in emotional responses, point to a hypothesis
that the peak shift and behavioral contrast are byproducts of
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frustration, or similar emotional responses.

This is further sup

ported by the fact that Jenkins (1965) has observed that the emo
tional responses to S- adapt out with further training; and Terrace
(1966a) has demonstrated the same for the peak shift and behavioral
contrast after extended discrimination training.

It is difficult

to state conclusively that the peak shift and behavioral contrast
appear to be byproducts of emotional responses for several reasons.
The peak shift, behavioral contrast, certain parasympathetic nervous
system responses, aggression,.and other emotional responses all seem
to be the results of extinction in some form.

To say that one of

these responses is a byproduct of another is very tenuous.

At the

present the most that can be concluded is that several of these
responses are correlated as a result of extinction.
Terrace further attempts to weaken the excitation-inhibition
theory by pointing out that in the experiments by Jenkins and
Harrison (1962) and Honig, et^ al, (1963) the removal of S+ seems
to be a signal not to respond, independently of what value of Srepresented the removal of S+.

Thus, the control over not respond

ing to S- seemed to be mainly dependent upon the absence of S+ and
not on any particular value of S-.

This strongly suggests that

discrimination learning in these situations is in accordance with
Jenkins' (1965) first rule of total excitatory control, rather than
with the excitation-inhibition theory.
The peak shift, behavioral contrast, and emotional responses
are common to discrimination learning with errors, and not found
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in errorless discrimination learning (Terrace, 1963, 1966a, 1966c.)
Therefore, the idea that inhibitory control may also be a result of
learning with errors in S- does not seem unlikely since the occurr
ences of these behaviors seem to be correlated with response sup
pression.

Terrace (1966b) demonstrated this by showing that pigeons

trained to discriminate orthogonal stimuli without error yielded
flat gradients when tested over the S- continuum, while pigeons
trained with errors yielded U-shaped gradients similar to those of
Jenkins and Harrison (1960) and Honig, et ajL. (1963).

In fact, very

little responding to any of the test stimuli was observed for the
pigeons which were trained without errors.

These data support

Jenkin's (1965) first rule, that of total excitatory control.

Behavioral Contrast
Many of the statements previously mentioned about the peak
shift phenomenon are similarly true of behavioral contrast.
The data of Reynolds (1961a) and Jenkins (1961) also weaken the
support for the excitation-inhibition theory of discrimination
learning, since one would expect that if both excitatory and in
hibitory controls are interacting, that this would tend to weaken
the control through induction (Pavlov, 1927) in both S+ and S-.
That is, any theory of discrimination learning based upon an
algebraic interaction of gradients of reinforcement and extinction
could have to predict that the rate of responding to S+ would de
crease and the latency would increase during discrimination training
as a result of induction from extinction in the presence of S-.
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The data of Reynolds (1961a) and Jenkins (1961) demonstrated the
opposite effect.

Thus, the properties of behavioral contrast appear

to be in direct opposition to the excitation-inhibition theory.
Only Reynolds (1961b) using the orientation of the apex of a
triangle and Bloomfield (1966, 1967a, 1967b) using a line-tilt
discrimination have worked with a dimension other than the wave
length of light continuum to study behavioral contrast.

The peak

shift and behavioral contrast phenomena seem to covary in the sense
that the conditions necessary to produce them seem identical, _i.e.,
the suppression of responding to S- and the reinforcement of respond
ing in S+ (Terrace, 1966b).

When responding in S- is suppressed by

extinction, punishment, differential reinforcement of low rates
(Reynolds and Catania, 1961) or simply a difference in reinforcement
density between two stimuli (Catania, 1961) behavioral contrast is
usually reliable observed.
Terrace (1963, 1966a, 1966c) states that unreinforced responding
in one component of a multiple schedule increases the rate of re
sponding in the other component.

However, Reynolds (1961a) has de

monstrated that MULT VI TO (components of variable interval rein
forcement alternation with periods of total darkness during which
there is no opportunity to respond for reinforcement) produces a
similar magnitude of contrast as MULT VI EXT (variable interval
reinforcement alternation with non-reinforced responding).

In TO

virtually no responses are made, thus no responses go unreinforced;
but contrast is still produced.

Terrace's method of reducing the
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initial intensity and duration of S- also prevents responses to S-,
but here no contrast appears.

Since responses to S- should occur by

generalization from training received on S+, it may be argued that
some competing behavior in the presence of S- must occur in both
Reynolds' MULT VI TO and Terrace's errorless learning procedure.
Terrace (1963, 1966c) notes that withdrawal of the pigeon's
head during S- may be reinforced by the presentation os S+.

If S+

is assumed to be a conditioned reinforcer, then its presentation
would be contingent upon a definte response during S-.

In MULT

VI TO the competing behavior is already established since pigeons
tend not to respond during total darkness.

Thus, TO may be defined

as a "restraint" procedure, while Terrace's procedure actually es
tablishes competing behavior by use of a conditioned reinforcer.
On this basis, contrast may be correlated with the absence of any
conditioned or unconditioned reinforecer.

Therefore, contrast would

be expected in MULT VI EXT and MULT VI TO, but not in Terrace's
errorless training nor in MULT VI DRO ( variable interval reinforce
ment alternating with a component where the pigeon receives rein
forcement for not pecking the key, that is, differential reinforce
ment of other behavior) (Reynolds, 1963a) where reinforcement is
made contingent on not responding.
In a recent study by Bloomfield (1966), rates of respondipg to
S+ during discrimination training showed two separate effects.

At

an intermediate stage of training, a high peak rate appeared and then
declined, later in training, to a stable level still higher than
the pre-discrimination baseline rate.

The peak rate was correlated
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with the total number of responses emitted during S-, while the final
rate was not.

This suggests that the peak rate and the final rate

may not be functions of the same variable.

The two groups of pigeons

which yielded these data were trained on a line-tilt discrimination.
o
In both cases the S+ was a vertical line (0 ).

For one group the S-

was a 45° line, and for the second group it was a 15° line.

Each

stimulus was presented for a minimum of 2 min, with a 30 sec criter
ion of no responding in the last part of S- as a contingency for the
presentation of S+.

The data from these two groups were compared

with another group run under the same conditions, except the S+ and
S- were red and green.

Here the two stages in the response rate

were not as clear.
Bloomfield (1966) repeated the 0°-45° discrimination for a
fourth group of pigeons, where the S- was presented for a fixed
interval with a 15 sec TO separating S+ and S- presentations.

This

procedure showed the same contrast magnitude in the final rate, but
no intermediate peak rate appeared.
A plausible explanation of the peak in the response rate is
suggested by data of Brethower and Reynolds (1962).

They found that

after punishing pigeons with shock during one component of a MULT
VI 3 VI 3, rates of responding in the other component rose propor
tionately to the intensity of the electric shock.

A similar peak is

also seen after the removal of a punishment contingency (Azrin, 1960).
In Bloomfield's (1966) data the procedure of enforcing the 30 sec
criterion of no responding could be interpreted as a punishment in
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which the extension of S- by another 30 sec was made contingent upon
a response from 90-120 sec after onset of S- and then upon every
response following with an IRT (inter-response time) of less than 30
sec.

The data of Brethower and Reynolds (1962), which show an in

crease in contrast magnitude as a function of shock intensity, seem
parallel to Bloomfield's (1966) data where the height of the peak in
response rate was directly proportional to the total number of re
sponses emitted in extinction (S-).

When comparing these data to

data where no peak rates occurred (the group which had fixed S- in
tervals), Bloomfield (1966) concluded that it was apparent that the
peak in the rate of responding to S+ was due to the 30 sec criterion
of no responding, and the interpretation in terms of a punishment
contingency would explain the difference between the two procedures.
It therefore appears that the development of behavioral contrast
during successive discrimination training is dependent upon two
separate variables: the absence of any explicit or implicit condi
tioned or unconditioned reinforcement contingencies in S-, and the
manner in which the stimuli are programmed.

Summary of Literature
The results of Bloomfield's (1967c) recent experiment have
shown that failure to produce a peak shift after a presence-absence
discrimination of a continuum does not imply that a peak shift would
not occur after differential training of two values on that continuum.
Terrace (1966a, 1966c) attempts to weaken the support of the
excitation-inhibition theory of discrimination learning by pointing
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out that no peak shifts occur with his errorless training and flat
inhibitory generalization gradients are produced by the errorless
method, thus, suggesting that response suppression in S- is a fac
tor in producing these phenomena.

Also, the data of Reynolds

(1961a) and Jenkins (1961) show an increase in the rate of respond
ing during S+ and a decrease in the S+ response latency, respectively.

These findings are contrary to what an excitation-inhibition

theory would predict about response strength.

Terrace (1966a) also

attributes behavioral contrast to non-reinforced responses in S-.
Bloomfield (1966), on the other hand, points out that re
sponse suppression during one component of a multiple schedule may
technically not be the causative factor of behavioral contrast since
contrast is produced in a MULT VI TO schedule.

His argument is that

typically no responses occur in total darkness (TO), therefore, no
responses would be unreinforced.

Bloomfield (1966) points out that

in MULT VI DRO and in Terrace's errorless method no contrast occurs.
He attributes this to the fact that certain, though unspecified,
responses are maintained by means of primary or conditioned rein
forcement .
Bloomfield (1966) also suggests that the high peak rate ob
served in the initial stages of discrimination training may be due
to a punishment contingency imposed by a response contingent re
cycling S- period, since such peaks do not occur in procedures
where the S- is a fixed interval.
In summary it seems that the peak shift is dependent upon the
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physical characteristics of the S+ and S- and the manner in which
the S- is introduced in training.

The evidence that the peak shift

and behavioral contrast covary, simply because they are both cor
related with extinction in one component of a multiple schedule,
seems rather tenuous.

It may well be that they covary in the sense

that they are both results of discrimination training, but it may
be that different aspects of the procedure are controlling each.
Neither point of view should be assumed until further research
can shed more light on the matter.

The Problem
In a recent study dealing with the Mueller-Lyer illusion in
pigeons, Malott, Malott, and Pokrzywinski (1967) found that when
pigeons were trained to discriminate between the presence (S+)
and absence (S-) of a 0.7 cm horizontal line with flat end lines,
that resulting generalization gradients peaked very sharply about
0.7 cm, the S+.

Generalization tests using outward pointing arrow

heads yielded gradients peaked at 1.3 cm for all of the subjects
that responded enough to yield reliable tests.
attributed to the effect of the illusion.

This shift was

Since the outward-point

ing arrowheads make the lines seem shorter, it may be that the
pigeons responded more to a line length longer than the S+ because
it appeared to be equivalent to the S-K
The question arises as to the effect of having the flat end
lines on the S4- length versus training with a simple horizontal line
without any end lines.

The generalization gradients obtained with
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flat end lines by Malott, Malott, and Pokrzywinski (1967) are con
sistent with earlier data (Jenkins and Harrison, 1962; Honig,
Boneau, Burstein, and Pennypacker, 1963; Newman, 1963; Bloomfield,
1967c) which showed that no peak shift occurs using a presenceabsence discrimination on certain continua.

In most of these ex

periments it was assumed that no peak shift would occur since the
absence of a particular stimulus was equidistant from every stimulus
value on that continuum.

However, recent data by Malott and Malott

(1967) suggest that, in some cases, the absence of a stimulus may
actually operate as the zero value for the stimulus continuum.
After training pigeons to discriminate the presence (S+) and ab
sence (S-) of a 40 db 1000 cps tone, Malott and Malott (1967) found
that subsequently obtained generalization gradients over the audi
tory intensity continuum had peaks at higher values than the SH-.
These results, which are not consistent with the earlier data of
presence-absence experiments, could be explained in terms of the
peak shift phenomenon if it is assumed that the absence of the tone
acts as zero decibels on the intensity continuum.

If this assump

tion is true, then the absence of the tone is not equidistant from
the other values on the intensity continuum.

On the basis of these

data a presence-absence discrimination using a horizontal line with
out the end line might actually be interpreted as a line length
discrimination between X centimeters (S+) and zero centimeters (S-).
The purpose of the following experiment is to determine whether or
not this effect does in fact operate on the line length dimension.
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METHOD

Subjects: The subjects were six White Carneaux barren hen pigeons.
The pigeons had been used in a previous experiment by Malott,
Malott, and Svinicki (1967).

The subjects had been reinforced on

an intermittent schedule in the presence of four S+s.

The study

used a split-key stimulus matching procedure in which each half was
the same color as the other (red-red, yellow-yellow* blue-blue, and
violet-violet).

A series of generalization tests indicated that

the pigeons were capable of acquiring a color matching concept
without training on non-matching colors.

For the purposes of this

experiment the pigeons were maintained at 707 of their free-feeding
weight and were fed at the end of each experimental session or once
each day on days when no sessions were conducted.

The food, Purina

Pigeon Grains, was also used as the reinforcer in the experiment.
Grit and water were continuously available in the individual living
cages, but not in the experimental chambers.
Apparatus: Two Lehigh Valley Electronics #1519c pigeon chambers were
used.

They ware modified by the removal of the right response key,

and the replacement of a cover over the window.
A transparent plastic paddle was used as a response key on
both chambers, and each key was transilluminated by a Grason-Stradler
in-line readout projector.

The positive stimulus (S+) was the same

for all six pigeons, a 0.9 cm red horizontal line, except that for
three of the birds, white vertical lines were centered on the ends
of the horizontal line.

The projectors could also be used to

14
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present lines of different lengths, with and without end lines,
during generalization tests.
Solid state digital switching circuitry was used for program
ming the stimulus events during training.
uli ware programmed manually.

During testing the stim

Electro-mechanical counters and a

cumulative recorder were used for recording key-peck responses,
reinforcements, and the amount of time spent in the S+ and Speriods.
Extraneous noises were masked by white noise presented through
the speaker in the test chamber.
Procedure: After shaping the key-peck response in the presence of
the respective S+s, the reinforcement requirements were gradually
raised until the pigeons were responding on a random-interval
schedule (RI-64 sec) (cf., Farmer, 1963).

Reinforcement consisted

of illumination of the food magazine and three seconds of access
to the food.

The S+ was on the key at all times.

All birds trained

without vertical end lines were trained and tested in one chamber,
and the others were trained and tested in the other chamber.
After 21 sessions on the RI-64 sec schedule, each bird was
given a generalization test over three different line lengths: 0.9,
1.3, and 1.7 cm.

The testing situation was similar to the training

situation in that the same birds that had been trained with verti
cal lines on the ends of the horizontal line, had vertical lines on
the ends of the test stimuli.

Similarily, birds that had been

trained without the vertical end lines did not have any during the
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test.

This dichotomy was maintained throughout all training and

testing sessions.

During a generalization test each stimulus value

was presented for 20 sed., once randomly during each block of three
trials.

Trials were separated by a 10 sec TO (the key was not il

luminated) during which the number of responses to the previous
stimulus was recorded and the next stimulus was programmed.

The

test was terminated after 20 blocks of trials had been reached, or
after a subject failed to respond during four consecutive blocks of
trials.

Responding was not reinforced during the test.

All six subjects were then trained to discriminate the pres
ence and absence of the original S+.

While the stimulus was present

responses were reinforced on the RI-64 sec schedule.

The stimulus

was terminated after every reinforcement and the key remained dark
(S-) for 30 seconds of no responding.

That is, a response during

the 30 sec S- period caused the entire interval to recycle.

Thus,

the S+ was presented only after 30 sec had elapsed without a re
sponse.

After nine sessions with this discrimination schedule, the

subjects were given another generalization test, identical to the
first test.

After five more sessions of discrimination training,

the birds were given a third test.

The experiment was terminated

after an additional five discrimination sessions.
Throughout the experiment the rate of responding in S+ was
recorded to measure any behavioral contrast which might occur.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Generalization Gradients
Figure 1 contains gradients obtained by computing the median
of all the birds in each group for each test.

Each median gradient

was computed by plotting the median for each point for all the birds
in one group on the same test.

The gradients are discussed in

terms of an area shift, since only one of the individual gradients
indicated a peak shift.

Area shifts are detected by simply com

paring increases or decreases in the percentage of responses
occurring at various points on the range of test stimuli to pre
vious gradients.
There appears to be little difference between groups on

test 1,

but differences start to appear on the second and third tests.

The

second median gradient for the group without end lines became flatter
as a higher percentage of responses occurred at longer line lengths.
This is an area shift.

The second median gradient for the group with

end lines was essentially the same as the first gradient.
The third median gradient

for the group without end lines

slightly steeper, but it still

somewhat flatter than the first

ient.

Also, there is a secondary peak at 1.7 cm, as

second test.

For the with-end

is

there was

grad
onthe

line group the median gradient is

steeper than any of the other five median gradients, indicating the
S+ was acquiring more stimulus control.
Figure 2 shows the individual generalization gradients obtained
for all subjects for tests in which criterion was reached.

Criterion

17
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Figure 1.

Median generalization gradients for each group

for each test.
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was when at least 50 responses occur at the peak.

As can be seen

there appears to be very little difference between birds for the
first test with the exception of bird B-3-13b.

That is, maximum

responding occurs at 0.9 cm (S+) with a fairly intermediate slope.
However, there appears to be a difference between the two groups on
the second test.

For the birds trained without end lines (B-3-13a,

B-3-14a, and B-3-15a) the gradients appear to become flatter, while
for the other birds the gradients for birds B-3-14b and B-3-15b
remain about the same, and the gradient for bird B-3-13b peaks at
0.9 cm and is similar to the gradients of the other two birds in
steepness.

The gradients of the third test for the "no end line

pigeons" were still relatively flat, while in the case of birds
B-3-14b and B-3-15b which yielded reliable tests, the gradients
become much steeper than any of the previous gradients for any
of the birds.
Although a post-discrimination peak shift occurred in only
one of the cases (B-3-13a), it is evident that the presence or
the absence of the end lines affects the generalization gradients.
When trained without the end lines, the gradients become flatter
with more relative responding occurring at 1.7 cm.

Also, the grad

ients on the birds trained with the end lines become steeper as train
ing progresses and are centered around 0.9 cm.

This supports the earlier

findings of Malott, Malott, and Pokrzywinski (1967) where pigeons
were trained to discriminate the presence and absence of a horizon-
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Figure 2.
for each test.

Individual generalization gradients for each pigeon
The maximum number of responses for each bird for

each test are as follows: B-3-13a, 240, 180, & 66; B-3-14a, 278,
241, & 588; B-3rl5a, 252, 500, & 562; B-3-13b, 127, 400, & 38;
B-3-14b, 361, 331, & 153; B-3-15b, 396, 448, & 364.
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tal line with vertical end lines.

These data also agree with the

data of Jenkins and Harrison (1960), Honig, et^ al. (1963), and
Bloomfield (1967) which demonstrate that in some cases a discrim
ination between the presence and absence of a stimulus will not
result in a peak shift on that stimulus continuum.

The data of the

birds trained without the end lines tend to support the findings
of Malott and Malott (1967).
It appears that in some cases a presence-absence discrimination
will result in a peak shift and in other cases it will not.

There

appears to be a. basic difference in the physical characteristics of
stimuli for which this is true and stimuli for which this is not.
For example, no tone nor no line (without end lines) could be inter
preted as zero decibels or zero centimeters.

There are three stimuli

for which the generalization gradient does not appear to be affected:
auditory frequency, (even though there are upper and lower thresholds
for frequency), line angle, and line length, (with end lines).

It

might be interpreted that for these stimuli, their absence does
not represent a zero value.

For example, line angle is on a cyclic

continuum; as a line moves farther away from vertical it eventually
starts to return to vertical.

If a line with end lines were to appear

to be zero, then the end lines would meet and form a single verticle
line.
Response Rate in S+
Figure three indicates that behavioral contrast occurred for
all six pigeons.

The high peak rates that occur during an inter-
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mediate stage of training (Bloomfield, 1966) can be seen for birds
B-3-14a, B-3-15a, B-3-14b, and B-3-15b.

These high peak rates

agree with Bloomfield (1966) as a recycling S- period was made
contingent upon responses in S-.

These extreme rates are in fact

the reason that a log scale was used.

There was no relation b e

tween the magnitude of the contrast and the number of responses to
S-.

However, these data are in conflict with Terrace's (1966a)

observation that peak shift and behavioral contrast covary in the
sense that the conditions necessary to produce both seem identical
and that one phenomenon always accompanies the other.

The fact that

contrast occurred and a peak shift did not for the birds trained
with the end lines is a contradiction of Terrace's statement.

This

might suggest that the peak shift and behavioral contrast are in
dependent phenomena occurring after generalization training.

It

might also be noted that though the gradients for birds trained
with end lines become steeper around S+ as a function of training,
the contrast rate does not decrease.
On the basis of the earlier discussion of the literature and
the present data it might be plausible to attribute the peak shift
to the type of stimuli used in the discrimination and the method
of introducing the S-, and to attribute the development of behavioral
contrast to the absence of any primary or conditioned reinforcement
in one component of a multiple schedule.
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Figure 3.
of training.

Log responses during S+ per minute as a function
The solid line is the median rate computed separately

for the pre-discrimination sessions (up to session 21) and for rates
during discrimination training.
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Implications for Further Research
It is hoped that the results of this experiment might stimu
late further investigation of the characteristics of the stimuli
which produce the Mueller-Lyer illusion.

It is doubtful that the

same type of discrimination was formed by both groups of pigeons,
That is, it does not seem likely that the subjects trained with the
vertical end lines were simply attending to line length and that
the presence of the end lines was irrelevant.

This suggests that

the complexity of this stimulus was much greater than for the S+
without end lines.

Bearing this in mind, it may well be that,

when outward pointing arrowheads are used, they do not simply
make the horizontal line appear shorter, but they make the "whole"
figure appear smaller.

This is acrually true if the area encom

passed between the four tips of the arrowheads is measured.

The

opposite could be said for lines with inward pointing arrowheads;
since the area between the tips would be increased, it would make
the stimulus configuration appear larger;and, thus, give the hori
zontal line the illusion of being longer.

This conclusion also

suggests that the fact that increasing or decreasing arrowhead
angle affects the magnitude of the illusion, could be explained
by simply decreasing or increasing the area between the tips of
the arrowheads.

This would also explain the data that the length

of the arrowheads is a factor affecting the magnitude of the il
lusion (Underwood, 1949).
Looking at this hypothesis and at the differences in the
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generalization gradients for the two groups used in this experiment,
one might conclude that the stimulus control obtained with end lines
is not based solely on the horizontal line length used but upon the
entire figure.

In order to test stimulus control on such a dimen

sion one would have to vary the size of the end lines proportional
ly with the length of the horizontal line.

That is, vary the total

size, or area, of the stimulus configuration and not simply the
horizontal line length.

It might be that resulting generalization

gradients would produce gradients similar to those obtained with
out end lines.

Such data would not only indicate that the post

discrimination generalization gradients are not affected when
testing consists of varying only one dimension of a complex stimu
lus, but, also might suggest that future research dealing with the
Mueller-Lyer illusion would benefit from measuring the total area
of the figures used.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three pigeons were trained to discriminate the presence (S+) of
a horizontal line with vertical lines on each end.' The only
effect of discrimination training was to steepen the generalization
gradients.

Three other birds were trained on the discrimination,

except that there were no vertical end lines.

Post-discrimination

generalization gradients became much flatter and indicated an area
shift, if not a peak shift.

Behavioral contrast was observed in

all cases leading to the conclusion that the peak shift and be
havioral contrast might not covary as previously suggested in the
literature.

The conclusion about the differences between the

groups on the generalization experiments was that the total area
of the figure created by the lines with end lines acquired stimulus
control.

Thus, this could not be detected during testing since

length of the end lines did not vary correspondingly with variations
of the horizontal line length.

This conclusion was discussed in

relation to certain properties of the Mueller-Lyer illusion.
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